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"DÉJÀ VU ALL OVER AGAIN": THE RECOUSE TO BIOLOGY BY OPPONENTS OF TRANSGENDER EQUALITY*

SHANNON PRICE MINTER**

This Article explores striking parallels between the current battle to secure equality for transgender people and the prior battle to win marriage equality for same-sex couples. In both instances, the success of the marriage and transgender equality movements came only after years of judicial losses and depended heavily on two profound changes: increasing judicial and legislative acceptance of gender equality; as well as increasing social acceptance of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and, more recently, transgender people. As a result of those changes, defenders of state marriage bans were unable to rely on gender stereotypes or arguments about the pathology or immorality of gay people, since those arguments lacked credibility in most courts. Instead, they turned to biology, seeking to justify the restriction of marriage to different-sex couples as merely a neutral, nondiscriminatory reflection of the biological differences involved in procreation. While those arguments enjoyed some initial success, most courts—including the U.S. Supreme Court—ultimately rejected them as circular, concluding that the marriage bans were discriminatory and not simply the reflection of “natural” facts.

Today, opponents of transgender equality are reviving that failed strategy. Rather than seeking to justify differential treatment of transgender people, they are once again invoking biology to argue that laws excluding transgender persons from shared restrooms merely reflect neutral biological differences between men and women, not a deliberate intention to discriminate. This Article predicts that just as biology-based arguments failed to shield marriage bans from meaningful judicial review in the past, the courts will again recognize that these renewed appeals to biology are circular and do not supply a principled basis for excluding transgender persons from full and equal participation in the public sphere—including access to the same restrooms used by others.

** Legal Director, National Center for Lesbian Rights.
INTRODUCTION

Historically, biological arguments have been used to justify many different types of discrimination, from slavery\(^1\) to coverture\(^2\) to the forced sterilization of people with disabilities.\(^3\) In recent years, those

---

1. See Christian B. Sundquist, Genetics, Race and Substantive Due Process, 20 WASH. & LEE J. C.R. & SOC. JUST. 341, 355 (2014) (“Science was relied upon to provide ‘objective’ and ‘empirical’ validation of the biological inferiority of non-white persons in order to classify slaves as less than human, and thus not entitled to social equality.”).


seeking to exclude same-sex couples from marriage also invoked biological arguments. In cases challenging state marriage bans, state officials and others argued that the bans did not discriminate against same-sex couples, but rather simply reflected their inability to procreate biologically. Ultimately, such arguments failed. In 2015, the U.S. Supreme Court held that same-sex couples must be permitted to marry on the same terms and conditions as others, recognizing “that new insights and societal understandings can reveal unjustified inequality within our most fundamental institutions that once passed unnoticed and unchallenged.” In reaching that historic conclusion, the Court rejected the notion that biology was a sufficient justification for the harms imposed on same-sex couples and their children by discriminatory marriage laws.

Today, those who oppose transgender equality are once again appealing to biology to support exclusionary laws and policies—in this case, laws and policies that isolate transgender people and treat them differently than others. Biology-based arguments have come to dominate opposition to the equal inclusion of transgender people in workplaces, schools, and other public arenas—and particularly in public restrooms. On this view, restricting access to restrooms based on a person’s “biological sex” is warranted by the physiological differences between men and women. Because many transgender individuals retain physical characteristics (including genitalia) typically associated with their sex at birth, proponents of this view believe that permitting a transgender person to use the same restrooms as others would disrupt that biological framework, calling the continued existence of gender-segregated restrooms into question.


4. *See infra* notes 120–28 and accompanying text.


8. *See O’LEARY & SPRIGG, supra* note 7, at 7 (“A person’s sex (male or female) is an immutable biological reality. In the vast majority of people (including those who later identify as ‘transgender’), it is unambiguously identifiable at birth.”).
This Article discusses similarities in the arguments used to oppose marriage by same-sex couples and the current arguments of those who oppose equality for transgender people. Like the biology-based claims previously used by marriage equality opponents, these arguments seek to insulate discrimination against transgender people from meaningful scrutiny by claiming that any such discrimination merely reflects neutral biological differences between men and women. Although initially successful, biology-based rationales for excluding same-sex couples from marriage were eventually rejected by most courts, including the Supreme Court in *Obergefell v. Hodges.* For similar reasons, it is likely that most courts will also ultimately reject such justifications for policies that exclude transgender people from full participation in public life—as they should. By examining the remarkable parallels between the recourse to biology in these two debates, this Article highlights the principal failings of the current justifications for unequal treatment of transgender people.

Especially in the last decade, the struggle for marriage equality achieved unprecedented public visibility, often dominating the national news. The struggle to win marriage equality for same-sex couples took many years and the efforts of millions of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender ("LGBT") advocates, allies, and ordinary individuals who made the courageous choice to come out and share their lives with family members, coworkers, and friends. Although LGBT people faced other issues of discrimination and violence, for a variety of reasons, marriage became the primary focus of legal and political debate. The

---

11. See, e.g., Hailey Branson-Potts, *LGBT Activists Say the Fight Doesn’t End at Marriage,* L.A. Times (July 12, 2015, 3:00 AM), http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-lgbt-activism-20150712-story.html [https://perma.cc/7HJA-YHWY] (describing efforts to achieve marriage equality as “a broad unifying force,” and how after success at the Supreme Court, activists can shift their focus to other issues); Evan Wolfson, *Why It Matters,* FREEDOM
stake of that struggle were high, as marriage increasingly came to be seen by both sides as a litmus test of whether same-sex couples and their families would be accepted as equal members of our society.\(^\text{12}\)

Today, efforts to win equality for transgender people have come to play a similarly central role in our nation’s political imagination. Just as legislative and judicial debates over same-sex couples and marriage once dominated the headlines, thousands of news stories about transgender issues now flood media outlets, with new stories and opinion pieces appearing every day.\(^\text{13}\) On conservative radio and internet outlets, commentators seek to mobilize conservative donors and voters by depicting legal protections for transgender people as a dangerous “assault on the sexes.”\(^\text{14}\) In the past two years alone, state legislators introduced scores of anti-transgender bills.\(^\text{15}\) In North Carolina,

---

\(^{12}\) See Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2606 (recognizing that a decision denying same-sex couples the freedom to marry “would teach the Nation that these laws are in accord with our society’s most basic compact” and thus would inflict serious “[d]ignitary” harms); Brief of Amici Curiae Cato Institute, William N. Eskridge Jr., and Steven Calabresi in Support of Petitioners at 32–33, Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584 (2015) (Nos. 14-556, 14-562, 14-571, 14-574) (arguing that a refusal to recognize same-sex couples’ freedom to marry would mark them as inferior and impede their integration as equal citizens).


legislators enacted the Public Facilities Privacy & Security Act ("H.B. 2"), a law that purported to override federal protections for transgender employees and students. These federal protections require that employers and schools treat transgender persons equally, including by permitting them to use the same restrooms as others. Instead, H.B. 2 mandated that transgender persons use restroom and locker room facilities based on their “biological sex[,]” which the law defined as the sex designated “on a person’s birth certificate.” In Mississippi, the


legislature enacted the Protecting Freedom of Conscience from Government Discrimination Act (“H.B. 1523”), a law that created an extremely broad religious exemption, applicable to virtually any state law, for persons who believe that the terms “man” or “woman” “refer to an individual’s immutable biological sex as objectively determined by anatomy and genetics at time of birth.”

As these examples illustrate, much of the current focus on transgender issues centers on restrooms. Indeed, just as the freedom to marry became the public focus of equality for lesbian, gay, and bisexual people, the freedom to use restrooms based on one’s gender identity has now become the public focus of equality for transgender persons. Unlike the focus on marriage, however, which was driven in significant part by the choice of LGBT advocates to prioritize the issue, the current centrality of restrooms in the battle for transgender equality has been the result of a concerted effort by conservative public officials and groups, who have forced this issue to the forefront through aggressive legislation and litigation.

In the past year, litigation about transgender people and restrooms has exploded, resulting in a flurry of cases challenging laws and policies that permit transgender people to use the same restrooms as others. In May 2016, Texas and eleven other states filed a federal lawsuit seeking to enjoin the enforcement of federal agency guidance stating that federal sex discrimination laws require equal treatment of transgender students and workers with respect to restrooms and other sex-separated facilities.


facilities.21 In August 2016, the district court issued a preliminary injunction blocking the enforcement of the guidance nationwide.22 Two weeks after Texas filed suit, a second group of states filed a similar lawsuit in Nebraska.23 Across the country, the same conservative organizations that once sought to intervene in lawsuits to defend state marriage bans are filing cases challenging the adoption of nondiscrimination policies for transgender students by public schools, claiming that such policies endanger the privacy and safety of other students.24


Whether and when the Supreme Court may step in to resolve this issue remains unclear. In October 2016, the Supreme Court agreed to review the Fourth Circuit’s decision in *G.G. ex rel. Grimm v. Gloucester County School Board.* As the first federal appellate court to address the issue, the Fourth Circuit held that the guidance issued by the Department of Education and Department of Justice requiring that transgender students must be permitted to use the same restrooms as other students was entitled to deference. On remand, the district court struck down a Virginia school district’s policy barring Gavin Grimm, a transgender boy, from using the same restrooms as other boys. The school district petitioned for certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court, and the Court agreed to hear the case to decide two questions: whether federal courts must defer to the agencies’ guidance on this issue and whether, regardless of the deference owed to the guidance, the department’s position that Title IX protects transgender students is “reasonable.”

Shortly after the election of Donald Trump, however, the Department of Education and the Department of Justice withdrew the guidance. In response, the Court reversed course, vacating the Fourth Circuit’s decision and remanding the case back to the Fourth Circuit for “further consideration in light of the guidance document issued by the Department of Education and Department of Justice[].”

In the face of this accelerating onslaught of hostile legislation and litigation, transgender advocates have been forced to confront arguments claiming that laws and policies that exclude transgender persons from using communal restrooms consistent with their gender identity are justified by the biological differences between men and women. With the possibility that a case involving this issue might reach the Supreme Court in the near future, the pressure to respond to these arguments has become even greater, given the possibility that an adverse ruling by the Court could set back the pace of progress for transgender people for decades. Moreover, because federal courts construe the term

---

26. __ Id. __ at 721; see U.S. Dep’t of Educ. & U.S. Dep’t of Justice, supra note 21.
“sex” consistently across federal sex discrimination laws, a Supreme Court case resolving this issue under any federal sex discrimination law would reverberate in other areas, ranging from employment to education, housing, credit, gender-based violence, and other arenas.

As explored below, the fate of similar biology-based arguments in cases challenging state marriage bans is instructive and suggests that while such arguments may have some initial success, courts are ultimately unlikely to accept biology as a sufficient justification for differential treatment of transgender people. Part I highlights the prominent role of biology-based arguments in litigation challenging state marriage bans and explains why courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, ultimately rejected those arguments as circular and unpersuasive. Part II examines the resurgence of biology-based arguments in litigation about transgender equality and argues that courts are likely to—and should—reject them for similar reasons in this new context as well.

I. WHY BIOLOGY-BASED ARGUMENTS PLAYED A CENTRAL ROLE IN THE MARRIAGE EQUALITY DEBATE

The Supreme Court’s 2015 Obergefell decision, which struck down state laws barring same-sex couples from marriage, was the culmination of an extraordinary shift in the legal and social position of gay people in the United States. This Part examines how that decision—issued a mere twelve years after the Court held that states may not criminalize same-sex intimacy—was made possible by two other profound changes: the Court’s embrace of gender equality and elimination of gender-based discrimination in marriage; and the growing social acceptance of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people. Those changes limited the arguments that state officials and others could use to defend state marriage bans, effectively eliminating justifications based on overt gender stereotypes or on condemnation of same-sex relationships. As a result, those defending the bans sought to portray them as a mere reflection of the biological, sex-based differences involved in procreation, rather than as measures intentionally designed to exclude same-sex couples. Initially, some courts accepted those arguments. In the long run, however, most courts—including the Supreme Court—rejected biology-based

34. See infra notes 120–35 and accompanying text.
35. See infra text accompanying note 129.
rationales as circular and required states to justify their discriminatory
treatment of same-sex couples, which they were unable to do.36

A. “The Stunning Velocity of the Marriage Equality Movement”37

In hindsight, the speed with which courts recognized same-sex
couples’ freedom to marry was breathtaking.38 For most of the twentieth
century, being lesbian or gay was treated as a mental illness.39 In 2003,
when the Supreme Court finally struck down state laws criminalizing
same-sex intimacy,40 not a single state permitted same-sex couples to
marry; only a handful provided any form of statewide relationship
recognition for such couples; and a significant minority still treated
intimacy between same-sex partners as a crime.41 Nonetheless, a mere
twelve years later, in 2015, the Supreme Court ruled that every state
must permit same-sex couples to marry “on the same terms and
conditions as marriage between persons of the opposite sex.”42 As one
reporter noted in 2014, “[t]he direction and pace of the marriage
decisions—their sheer velocity—is unlike any other debate in modern
politics or the law.”43

36. See infra text accompanying notes 129–33.
37. Chris Geidner, The Stunning Velocity of the Marriage Equality Movement,
BUZZFEED NEWS (Sept. 17, 2014, 12:55 AM), https://www.buzzfeed.com/chrisgeidner/the-
stunning-velocity-of-the-marriage-equality-movement?utm_term=.xd6Zxq/nY#.mtdx4EKV2
[https://perma.cc/MY87-742X].
38. See, e.g., Nate Silver, Change Doesn’t Usually Come This Fast, FIVETHIRTEYEIGHT
(June 26, 2015, 6:14 PM), http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/change-doesnt-usually-come-this-
fast/ [https://perma.cc/2WKY-LJWQ] (“In the United States, gay marriage has gone from
unthinkable to the law of the land in just a couple of decades.”).
39. Nancy Levit, Theorizing and Litigating the Rights of Sexual Minorities, 19 COLUM. J.
GENDER & L. 21, 50 (2010) (“Psychoanalysts in the 1930s viewed homosexuality as a
psychiatric problem. The first [DSM-I] catalogued homosexuality as a form of psychopathic
personality disorder. In 1973 the American Psychiatric Association removed homosexuality
from the list of sociopathic mental disorders but developed a new classification of ‘sexual
orientation disturbance,’ later called ‘ego-dystonic homosexuality.’ It was not until 1986—
little more than two decades ago—that this category was finally removed from the DSM-
III-R.”).
41. Id. at 603 (Scalia, J., dissenting). Just a few short years before Lawrence, Vermont
became the first state to provide limited relationship recognition for same-sex couples. Baker
v. State, 744 A.2d 864, 867 (Vt. 1999). Massachusetts was the first state permitting same-sex
couples to marry just five months after Lawrence was decided. Goodridge v. Dep’t of Pub.
43. Geidner, supra note 37. In remarks at the University of Minnesota law school the
same month, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg similarly referred to the “remarkable” shift in
public perception about same-sex couples, which she attributed to the greater openness of gay
people: “Having people close to us say who they are—that made the attitude change in this
The marriage equality movement began with a series of state court challenges to marriage bans. In 1993, the Supreme Court of Hawaii in *Baehr v. Lewin* became the first court in the country to call the constitutionality of a state marriage ban into question. Although later reversed by Hawaiian voters, that ruling marked a significant turning point in the effort to achieve marriage equality. After Hawaii, a growing number of state courts invalidated laws barring same-sex couples from marriage on state constitutional grounds, starting with the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court in 2003. Despite early losses in Maryland, New York, and Washington, state courts across the country eventually followed Massachusetts’ lead. New Jersey’s ban was partially struck down in 2006, followed by victories for same-sex couples in California and Connecticut in 2008, and in Iowa in 2009. In California, voters soon reversed that initial victory by enacting Proposition 8, which amended the California Constitution to create an exception to the state’s equal protection clause in order to once again exclude same-sex couples from marriage. Nonetheless, the prior ruling...
by the Supreme Court of California tipped the balance for other state courts. After that decision, advocates for marriage equality never lost another case in a state supreme court. Moreover, Proposition 8 galvanized LGBT advocates and allies across the country, ultimately strengthening the political and legal movement for marriage equality.

In 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court prompted yet another wave of new litigation, this time in federal courts. In *United States v. Windsor*, the Supreme Court struck down the federal Defense of Marriage Act, which had denied married same-sex couples all of the federal rights and protections given to other married persons. *Windsor* unleashed an avalanche of federal court challenges to remaining state marriage bans. Across the country, from Alabama to Idaho, federal district courts began concluding that state laws barring same-sex couples from marriage failed to serve any legitimate governmental interest and struck them down. In many cases, state officials agreed, declining to defend state marriage bans and, in some cases, even urging courts to invalidate them. The Fourth, Seventh, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits quickly affirmed

---


55. See Shannon Minter, *California Dreaming: Winning Marriage Equality in the California Courts*, in LOVE UNITES US: WINNING THE FREEDOM TO MARRY IN AMERICA 145, 145 (Kevin M. Cathcart & Leslie J. Gabel-Brett eds., 2016) (discussing California’s road to marriage equality and court decisions that followed California’s lead).

56. See Kate Kendell, *This Changes Everything*, in LOVE UNITES US, supra note 55, at 168, 170. Proposition 8 brought together over eighty organizations that mobilized to defeat the measure. See id. Additionally, the mobilization surrounding Proposition 8 enlisted the support of an unlikely ally, conservative attorney Ted Olson. Later, Olson was joined by his former adversary David Boies. See Jo Becker, *A Conservative’s Road to Same-Sex Marriage Advocacy*, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 19, 2009), http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/19/us/19olson.html [https://perma.cc/UKD4-87EE].

57. 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013).

58. Id. at 2682.


the decisions below on appeal, bringing marriage equality to more than twenty-two states.61 When the Sixth Circuit became the first federal appellate court to uphold state marriage bans,62 the U.S. Supreme Court stepped in to resolve the issue for the entire country. In Obergefell v. Hodges, the Court struck down marriage bans in Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and Tennessee, holding that same-sex couples have the same fundamental freedom to marry as others.63 Reversing the Sixth Circuit, which had accepted biology as a legitimate justification for limiting marriage to different-sex couples, the Court concluded that “many same-sex couples provide loving and nurturing homes to their children, whether biological or adopted,” and that discriminatory “marriage laws . . . harm and humiliate the children of same-sex couples.”64

B. Doctrinal and Social Predicates of Change

Two reasons U.S. courts embraced marriage equality claims so quickly stand out. First, by the time the Hawaii Supreme Court set the stage for Obergefell in 1993, the legal institution of marriage had already undergone an enormous and far more significant change than that required by permitting same-sex couples to marry—namely, the elimination of all other gender-based distinctions within marriage.65 Because of that profound change, advocates for marriage equality could persuasively argue that permitting same-sex couples to marry would require no substantive changes in existing marriage laws, which already treated both spouses equally regardless of sex. In addition, by 1993, the

64. Id. at 2600–01.
American Psychiatric Association and other leading mental health organizations had renounced their prior condemnation of “homosexuality” as a mental illness or disorder that could be “cured,” and public attitudes and beliefs regarding lesbian, gay, and bisexual people had already become far more positive. As a result, legal arguments based on an outmoded view of gay identity as immoral or diseased were unlikely to gain much lasting traction. Instead, opponents of marriage equality were forced to advance less aggressive claims—ceding same-sex couples’ right to equality, but falling back upon biological justifications for restricting marriage to opposite-sex couples—that ultimately lacked sufficient credibility or weight to counteract same-sex couples’ claims to equality, freedom, and respect.

As explained in Part II, a similar dynamic is now at work in the debate over transgender persons and restrooms. Those seeking to defend policies that exclude transgender people from using the same restrooms as others consistent with their gender identities, increasingly rely upon biological justifications for such policies rather than attack the morality or legitimacy of transgender identity directly. Just as opponents of marriage equality invoked biological arguments about procreation in an attempt to avoid the appearance of bias and to cloak discriminatory policies in an ostensibly neutral garb, those who oppose

---

66. Levit, supra note 39, at 50. In 1973, the American Psychiatric Association replaced “homosexuality” with the term with “sexual orientation disturbance,” and later “ego-dystonic homosexuality” from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (“DSM”). The category was completely eliminated from the DSM-III-R in 1986. Id.


69. See infra Section II.E.
sharing restrooms with transgender people invoke biology to justify policies that isolate transgender people from others.  

1. The Real Marriage Revolution: Gender Equality

State officials and others defending state marriage bans might have preferred to argue that gender-based distinctions in marriage are permissible; however, by the time same-sex couples sought the right to marry in the 1990s, the Supreme Court had already firmly rejected such distinctions as unconstitutional. Indeed, historically, the legal and social changes wrought by permitting same-sex couples to marry pale in significance compared to those brought about by gender equality within marriage. At common law, gender inequality was central to the legal institution and definition of marriage. In effect, marriage was a legal institution that required women to give up their separate legal existence and subordinate themselves to men. The law prescribed distinct rights and responsibilities for each spouse based on gender, giving husbands virtually unlimited power over their wives and children. This gender dynamic was most pronounced in the doctrine of coverture, which had a profound impact on marriage law in this country. As William Blackstone explained, coverture provided that “[b]y marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law: that is, the very being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband . . . .” For most of our nation’s

---

70. See infra Section II.E.
71. See Monte Neil Stewart, Genderless Marriage, Institutional Realities, and Judicial Elision, 1 DUKE J. CONST. L. & PUB. POL’Y 1, 16–24 (2006). Some advocates defending state marriage bans did in fact argue that marriage is, and should remain, an inherently gendered institution based on enduring differences in the social as well as biological roles of men and women. See, e.g., Baker v. State, 744 A.2d 864, 909 (Vt. 1999) (Johnson, J., concurred in part and dissenting in part) (“[T]he State asserts public purposes—uniting men and women to celebrate the ‘complementarity’ (sic) of the sexes and providing male and female role models for children—based on broad and vague generalizations about the roles of men and women that reflect outdated sex-role stereotyping.” (alteration in original)); Stewart, supra, at 16–24 (arguing that limiting marriage to male-female couples is justified by the differences between men and women).
72. See infra notes 77–83 and accompanying text.
73. See Latta v. Otter, 771 F.3d 456, 487–90 (9th Cir. 2014) (Berzon, J., concurring) (describing the “profoundly unequal status of men and women in marriage” under the common law and for much of our nation’s history); Baker, 744 A.2d at 908 (Johnson, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (describing the history of the marriage laws in Vermont); NANCY F. COTT, PUBLIC VOWS: A HISTORY OF MARRIAGE AND THE NATION 11–12 (2000).
74. COTT, supra note 73, at 11–12.
75. 1 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *441.
history, as a result of the coverture doctrine, the rights and duties of husbands and wives were distinct.\textsuperscript{76}

In the United States, many states mitigated the most restrictive aspects of the coverture doctrine, such as the inability of married women to form valid contracts, through the enactment of Married Women’s Property Acts and other measures.\textsuperscript{77} Over time, legislatures and courts abolished other gender-based aspects of marriage, such as the requirements that husbands support their wives and that women take a husband’s last name, the rule barring women from pressing charges against husbands for assault or rape, and presumptions giving husbands (and later, wives) automatic preference in child custody disputes, among other steps towards marital gender equality.\textsuperscript{78}

Among the states, Louisiana was the last to have its so-called “head and master” law struck down.\textsuperscript{79} In 1979, a federal district court upheld Louisiana’s law, which made a husband the “head and master of the [marital] community.”\textsuperscript{80} The Fifth Circuit reversed, holding that the law impermissibly discriminated based on sex and violated the Constitution’s equal protection clause.\textsuperscript{81} In 1982, in \textit{Kirchberg v. Feenstra},\textsuperscript{82} the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously affirmed that holding, effectively bringing the era of male rule and gender-based distinctions in marriage to an end.\textsuperscript{83}

Thus, by the time of the Hawaii state court decision in 1993, marriage had already become a gender-neutral legal institution.\textsuperscript{84} The


\textsuperscript{79} See Kirchberg v. Feenstra, 609 F.2d 727, 730 (5th Cir. 1979), aff’d, 450 U.S. 455 (1981).


\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Kirchberg}, 609 F.2d at 730.

\textsuperscript{82} 450 U.S. 455 (1981).

\textsuperscript{83} \textit{Id.} at 465.

\textsuperscript{84} See Bailey, supra note 65, at 331 (showing that, because marriage had already become a gender-neutral institution, states did not have to make substantive changes to state marriage laws in order to permit same-sex couples to marry). As a result, those who sought to defend state marriage bans were effectively foreclosed from making arguments that might otherwise—in an earlier era—have been persuasive to many judges. For example, at the time that Richard Baker and James McConnell challenged Minnesota’s marriage ban in 1971, see
oral argument in *Obergefell* highlighted the importance of that evolution for same-sex couples. Justice Ginsburg invoked *Kirchberg* in a colloquy with counsel for the State of Michigan, who was defending Michigan’s ban: “Marriage today,” she noted, “is not what it was under the common law tradition. Marriage was a relationship of a dominant male to a subordinate female. That ended as a result of this court’s decision in 1982 when Louisiana’s Head and Master Rule was struck down.”85 As Justice Ginsburg then pointedly noted: “And no state was allowed to have such a marriage anymore.”86 The demise of gender-based distinctions within marriage underscored the irrationality of limiting marriage only to male-female couples.

Nearly two decades before *Obergefell*, in the 1999 decision partially striking down Vermont’s marriage ban on state equal protection grounds,87 Vermont Supreme Court Justice Denise Johnson made a similar point. “[H]istorically,” she noted, “the marriage laws imposed sex-based roles for the partners to a marriage—male provider and female dependent—that bore no relation to their inherent abilities to contribute to society.”88 In contrast, “[t]oday, the partners to a marriage are equal before the law.”89 Viewed in that historical context, she concluded that “the sex-based classification contained in the marriage law is simply a vestige of the common law unequal marriage relationship.”90

After the *Obergefell* decision, Justice Ginsburg continued to stress the role of *Kirchberg* and similar cases in laying a foundation for marriage equality for same-sex couples. In an interview with Gloria Steinem, she noted:

---

Baker v. Nelson, 191 N.W.2d 185, 185 (Minn. 1971), Minnesota law still assigned some different rights and responsibilities to spouses based on their sex, see Mary Anne Case, *Marriage Licenses*, 89 MINN. L. REV. 1758, 1768 (2005) (“This asymmetry of roles, duties, and privileges in law, although on the decline since at least the passage of the first Married Women’s Property Acts in the mid-nineteenth century, remained . . . very much a part of the legal landscape when Baker and McConnell first applied for a marriage license, and presented real obstacles to the recognition of their marriage.”).


86. Id.


88. Id. at 908.

89. Id. at 909.

90. Id. at 906; see also Latta v. Otter, 771 F.3d 456, 487–90 (9th Cir. 2014) (Berzon, J., concurring) (similarly concluding that state marriage bans impermissibly “seek to preserve an outmoded, sex-role-based vision of the marriage institution”).
It’s a facet of the gay rights movement that people don’t think about enough. Why suddenly marriage equality? Because it wasn’t until 1981 that the court struck down Louisiana’s “head and master rule,” that the husband was head and master of the house. Marriage was a relationship between the dominant, breadwinning husband and the subordinate, child-rearing wife. What lesbian or gay man would want that?91

In sum, while the Supreme Court in Obergefell did not expressly adopt a sex discrimination argument in striking down state marriage bans,92 the demise of coverture and gender-based distinctions within marriage provided a critical foundation for same-sex couples seeking the freedom to marry. As explained further below, the existence of Kirchberg and similar precedents made it impossible for supporters of state marriage bans to defend such laws based on overt appeals to gender-based differences or stereotypes, forcing them to fall back upon a much narrower and ultimately unsuccessful appeal to the biological differences involved in sexual procreation.

2. The Demise of Justifications Based on Viewing Gay People as Immoral or Diseased

Just as the mandate of gender equality within marriage largely foreclosed arguments based on overt sexism or gender stereotypes to defend state marriage bans, so the growing legal and social acceptance of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people made it increasingly difficult to defend such bans on moral grounds. In 1973, the American Psychiatric Association voted to remove “homosexuality” from its official designation of mental disorders.93 In 1955, the American Law Institute recommended that states repeal laws criminalizing private same-sex intimacy,94 and Illinois became the first state to do so in 1961.95 Over the


92. Instead, the Court characterized the laws at issue as discriminating against same-sex couples. See Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2600-01 (2015).


95. Id.
years, several state appellate courts struck down state same-sex sodomy laws,96 and the U.S. Supreme Court finally declared such laws unconstitutional in 2003 in Lawrence v. Texas.97

Also beginning in the 1980s, many states began enacting laws prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation in employment, housing, and public accommodations.98 In 1996, the Seventh Circuit issued the first federal appellate decision recognizing a federal cause of action for homophobic harassment in public schools.99 The court held that Jamie Nabozny, a Wisconsin student who had been viciously harassed and bullied by other students because of his sexual orientation, had stated a viable equal protection and Title IX claim.100 In the wake of Nabozny, LGBT students brought many successful Title IX claims, challenging homophobic peer harassment,101 and thousands of school districts across the country adopted anti-discrimination policies to protect LGBT students.102 The Department of Education recognized the protections afforded to LGBT students in regulations and guidance, expressly noting that Title IX “extends to claims of discrimination based
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96. See, e.g., Campbell v. Sundquist, 926 S.W.2d 250, 266 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1996); Commonwealth v. Wasson, 842 S.W.2d 487, 489 (Ky. 1992). In Tennessee, for example, the state supreme court refused to hear an appeal in a case granting summary judgment to a group of individuals challenging the state’s sodomy act. See Campbell, 926 S.W.2d at 250. In 1992, the Supreme Court of Kentucky determined that sodomy laws were unconstitutional under the state constitution. Wasson, 842 S.W.2d at 489.


99. Nabozny v. Podlesny, 92 F.3d 446, 449 (7th Cir. 1996); see also Joseph G. Kosciw et al., Gender Equity and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Issues in Education, in HANDBOOK FOR ACHIEVING GENDER EQUITY THROUGH EDUCATION 553, 555 (Susan S. Klein et al. eds., 2d ed, 2007) (discussing how Nabozny was “the first successful appellate court decision involving school harassment of an LGBT student”).

100. Nabozny, 92 F.3d at 449.


on... actual or perceived sexual orientation[,]” as well as to claims of discrimination based on gender non-conformity.103

Similarly, in the family law arena, both state courts and state legislatures increasingly rejected discrimination against parents in same-sex relationships. As recently as the 1970s and early 1980s, many state courts routinely denied custody and restricted visitation to openly lesbian, gay, and bisexual parents.104 By the early 2000s, almost every state had rejected such per se rules in favor of a nexus test requiring state courts to view a parent’s sexual orientation as irrelevant unless there was specific evidence, based on the facts of a particular case, that the parent’s conduct was harming the child.105 Around the same time, a growing number of state courts granted “second-parent adoptions” to same-sex couples, providing those couples with a way for both parents to have a legally recognized relationship with their children.106 In many of these cases, the American Psychological Association and other groups submitted amicus briefs summarizing the growing body of social science literature showing that being lesbian, gay, or bisexual was not relevant to a person’s overall psychological health or ability to be a good parent.107

Like the rise of gender equality in marriage, the growing medical, legal, and social consensus that sexual orientation is not relevant to a person’s ability to enter into committed relationships, contribute positively to society, or be a good parent shut the door on legal arguments that were previously used to justify discrimination against lesbian, gay, and bisexual (“LGB”) people. If states could legitimately seek to deter persons from being gay or from entering into same-sex relationships, then seeking to establish an equal right of same-sex

---


couples to marry would have been futile. In 1986, when the U.S. Supreme Court decided *Bowers v. Hardwick*, a majority of the Court resoundingly endorsed the notion that expressing moral disapproval of homosexuality was a legitimate state interest. Seventeen years later, however, the tables had turned. By 2003, when the Court decided *Lawrence v. Texas*, an equally strong majority rejected the notion that moral disapproval of same-sex intimacy or relationships could ever constitute a legitimate state interest.

To be sure, public opinion regarding the morality of same-sex relationships remained profoundly divided throughout most of the two decades from the Hawaii marriage decision in 1993 to the Supreme Court’s ruling in *Obergefell* in 2015. California’s Proposition 8, in particular, unleashed a bitter firestorm of controversy and, in the short term, dealt the marriage equality movement a serious blow. In the longer view, however, simply by giving the issue of marriage by same-sex couples so much visibility, Proposition 8 accelerated the process of public understanding and galvanized LGBT people and allies across the country to mount an unprecedented public education campaign. Proposition 8 also spurred Ted Olson, one of the icons of the conservative movement, to come out in support of same-sex couples seeking the freedom to marry and to file a case challenging the measure in federal court. Increasingly, support for marriage equality came to be seen as a bipartisan issue, uniting people across the political and ideological spectrum.


109. See id. at 196 (recognizing “the presumed belief of a majority of the electorate in Georgia that homosexual sodomy is immoral and unacceptable” as a legitimate state interest and holding Georgia law criminalizing same-sex intimacy did not violate either the equal protection or due process rights of a gay plaintiff).


As a result of that remarkable progress, by 2015, the constitutional trajectory of LGB people from “outlaws” to “outcasts” to fully equal, respected, and participating members of society was complete. As the Court held in Obergefell, persons in same-sex relationships must be given “equal dignity in the eyes of the law.” While some resistance to marriage equality continues, same-sex couples can now marry in every state, and public opinion has overwhelmingly shifted in favor of treating such couples equally in the eyes of the law.

C. The Shift to Biology-Based Arguments and Why It Failed

Because defenders of state marriage bans could not credibly appeal to overt gender stereotypes or to the immorality or pathology of same-sex relationships, they looked elsewhere to justify the exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage. In Hawaii, after concluding that the state marriage ban triggered heightened scrutiny under the equal protection clause of the Hawaii Constitution, the Supreme Court of Hawaii remanded to give the State an opportunity to make its case. On remand, the State sought to prove that Hawaii had a compelling state interest in restricting marriage only to opposite-sex couples in order “to promot[e] the optimal development of children.” At trial, however, even the State’s own experts had to concede that lesbians and gay men


115. Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2600 (2015) (describing the Court’s ruling in Lawrence as having shifted gay people from the status of “outlaw[s]” to that of “outcast[s]”). Despite that constitutional trajectory, the Supreme Court has not yet ruled on whether federal sex discrimination laws prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity, and a majority of states still do not have laws that prohibit sexual orientation or gender identity discrimination in employment, housing, public accommodations, and other arenas. See Erik Eckholm, Next Fight for Gay Rights: Bias in Jobs and Housing, N.Y. TIMES (June 28, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/28/us/gay-rights-leaders-push-for-federal-civil-rights-protections.html?_r=0 [https://perma.cc/P9C7-KZJ4].


118. Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2608.

119. See id. at 2615 (Roberts, J., dissenting) (acknowledging that “[o]ver the last few years, public opinion on marriage has shifted rapidly”); supra text accompanying notes 111–14.


were just as capable of being good parents as heterosexual persons.\textsuperscript{122} As the trial court held, “[t]he sexual orientation of parents is not in and of itself an indicator of the overall adjustment and development of children.”\textsuperscript{123} Moreover, the court noted that “[g]ay and lesbian parents and same-sex couples can be as fit and loving parents, as non-gay men and women and different-sex couples.”\textsuperscript{124}

After this case, state officials and others defending state marriage bans continued to focus on justifications related to children, but increasingly turned to arguments based on the supposedly \textit{causal} relationship between biological procreation and marriage. Both in court and in the arena of public opinion, those who continued to support state marriage bans argued that permitting same-sex couples to marry would undermine the purportedly central connection between marriage and biological procreation.\textsuperscript{125} They argued that the purpose of marriage is to channel biological procreation and encourage couples that have children together to enter into a stable family relationship.\textsuperscript{126} In effect, they reverse engineered a vision of marriage that focused on the one characteristic that distinguishes same-sex couples from many opposite-sex couples: their inability to procreate. In the words of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, “[t]he ‘marriage is procreation’ argument singles out the one unbridgeable difference between same-sex and opposite-sex couples, and transforms that difference into the essence of legal marriage.”\textsuperscript{127}

\begin{itemize}
\item[122.]{Id. at *5.}
\item[123.]{Id. at *17.}
\item[124.]{Id.}
\item[125.]{See William Saletan, \textit{Biological Baloney: The Glaring Contradiction at the Heart of the Anti-Gay Marriage Argument}, SLATE (Apr. 28, 2015, 4:11 PM), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/frame_game/2015/04/the_glar ing_contradiction_at_the_heart_of_the_anti_gay_marriage_argument.html [https://perma.cc/P7SC-TFD6].}
\item[126.]{Mark Sherman, \textit{Meet the Five Lawyers Who Will Be Fighting for Same Sex Marriage in the Supreme Court This Week}, BUS. INSIDER (Apr. 27, 2015, 3:28 PM), http://www .businessinsider.com/meet-the-five-lawyers-who-will-be-fighting-for-same-sex-marriage-in-the-supreme-court-this-week-2015-4 [http://perma.cc/P7EB-XKBM] (noting the Tennessee Attorney General’s office defended that state’s marriage ban by contending that “[t]he legitimate interest of the state is to ensure that when children are born, particularly children who are born and the pregnancy is accidental, that they will be born into stable family units, i.e., marriage”); see also DAVID BLANKENHORN, \textit{THE FUTURE OF MARRIAGE} 201–12 (2007). After serving as one of the primary public spokespeople for same-sex marriage bans and providing expert testimony supporting California’s Proposition 8 in the federal case that held Proposition 8 to be unconstitutional, Blankenhorn changed his position, explaining that he no longer believed that excluding same-sex couples from marriage could be legally justified. David Blankenhorn, Opinion, \textit{How My View on Gay Marriage Changed}, N.Y. TIMES (June 22, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/23/opinion/how-my-view-on-gay-marriage-changed.html [https://perma.cc/8XRF-AEQX].}
\item[127.]{Goodridge v. Dep’t of Pub. Health, 798 N.E.2d 941, 962 (Mass. 2003).}
\end{itemize}
The tactical benefits of this argument were clear. By contending that marriage is defined by its link to heterosexual procreation, defenders of state marriage bans could argue that the restriction of marriage to opposite-sex couples simply reflects a biological reality, not animus or bias toward same-sex couples. Because same-sex couples cannot biologically procreate, they reasoned, those couples simply fall outside the purpose of marriage and may be permissibly excluded from it.128

Ultimately, however, this attempt to rely on biology did not succeed. While some courts initially accepted arguments based on procreation as a sufficient justification for state marriage bans,129 over time, courts increasingly rejected them as fatally under-inclusive both of the purposes of marriage (which include protecting couples who do not have children) and the range of families (including same-sex parents) who would benefit from the stability and protections of marriage.130 In Obergefell, the U.S. Supreme Court reached a similar conclusion, holding that appeals to biology could not justify the exclusion of same-sex couples from the freedom to marry.131 Despite the dissent’s objection that “every state” at some point “defined marriage in the traditional, biologically rooted way[,]”132 the Court held that excluding same-sex couples from marriage undermined, rather than furthered, the state’s interest in responsible procreation.133

Today, less than two years after Obergefell, advocates for transgender equality must confront biology-based arguments and tactics remarkably similar to those previously used to oppose marriage equality for same-sex couples. In fact, the situation facing transgender advocates now is strikingly similar to that facing marriage equality advocates in the decade or so before Obergefell was decided. Those challenging marriage bans failed for many years before the victory in Hawaii signaled a turning of the tide. Similarly, after decades of failure in the courts,

130. See, e.g., Latta v. Otter, 771 F.3d 456, 472 (9th Cir. 2015); Kitchen v. Herbert, 755 F.3d 1193, 1219 (10th Cir. 2014).
132. Id. at 2614 (Roberts, J., dissenting).
133. Id. at 2600–01 (majority opinion).
transgender advocates today are making remarkably rapid progress. The backlash to that progress is intense, just as it was for same-sex couples in the aftermath of *Bahr v. Lewin*, and the stakes, this time for transgender people, are equally high.134

II. THE REVIVAL OF BIOLOGY-BASED ARGUMENTS IN THE DEBATE OVER TRANSGENDER EQUALITY

The movement to achieve transgender equality has, in many ways, paralleled the legal battle for marriage equality. After years of judicial losses, the last decade has brought about a sea change in the courts, with more and more decisions protecting the right of transgender persons to equal treatment under the law. At the same time, medical science has recognized that being transgender is a normal variation of human experience and that, with the proper support, transgender people can be healthy, productive members of society.135 In response to these changes, those who oppose transgender equality have found themselves in a dilemma similar to that previously confronting those who opposed marriage equality for same-sex couples—namely, wishing to defend laws and policies that treat transgender persons differently than others, but unable to credibly do so based either on overt appeals to gender stereotypes or to arguments based on the immorality or pathology of transgender identity.

This Part examines the resurgence of biology-based arguments in this new context, particularly with respect to laws and policies that seek to exclude transgender people from common restrooms. It predicts that, similar to the fate of such arguments in cases challenging state marriage bans, courts will ultimately reject such arguments as circular and insufficient to justify the significant harms that they impose upon transgender people.


A. “The Transgender Tipping Point”

Just as the push for marriage equality gained unprecedented traction in the 1990s and escalated rapidly in the years before Obergefell, the movement to gain equality for transgender people has hit a critical tipping point in the last decade. In the 1970s and 1980s, most transgender litigants seeking protection in the courts met with failure, rejection, and in some instances, even ridicule. In the past few decades, however, signs of positive change have emerged. In 1993, Minnesota became the first state to enact a law expressly prohibiting discrimination against transgender people in employment, housing, and public accommodations. Throughout the 1990s, dozens of localities enacted similar local antidiscrimination laws. In 1998, California added express protections for transgender people to its hate crimes law and shortly thereafter, adopted similar antidiscrimination protections for transgender students. Today, eighteen states expressly prohibit discrimination based on gender identity in their state laws.

More recently, both the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) and courts across the country have begun reversing older precedents that excluded transgender people from protection and imposing liability for discrimination against transgender people under state and federal sex discrimination laws. In Macy v. Holder, the EEOC held that Title VII protects federal transgender workers against discrimination, regardless of whether that discrimination is “motivated by hostility, by a desire to protect people of...
a certain gender, by assumptions that disadvantage men, by gender stereotypes, or by the desire to accommodate other people’s prejudices or discomfort.” 143 In *Lusardi v. McHugh*, 144 the EEOC clarified that the requirement of nondiscrimination includes equal access to shared restrooms and other gender-segregated facilities. 145 Also in recent years, the First, Sixth, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuit Courts of Appeals have all agreed that federal sex discrimination laws must be construed broadly to protect transgender people against discrimination, 146 and the Eighth Circuit has expressly rejected a claim that being required to share a communal restroom with a transgender person constitutes sexual harassment or an invasion of privacy. 147 In the last eight years, the U.S. Department of Justice and other agencies across the federal government have adopted similar positions, affirming that transgender persons are fully protected by sex discrimination laws and that policies excluding them from using the same restrooms used by others, consistent with their gender identities violate those laws. 148

At the same time, just as medical science rejected older models of gay identity as pathological, medical experts increasingly have recognized that being transgender is not a disorder. In the most recent edition of the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (“DSM”), the diagnosis given to facilitate medical treatment for transgender people was changed from “gender identity disorder” to “gender dysphoria,” to better reflect that simply being transgender is not in itself a mental disorder. 149 More

143. *Id.* at *10.
145. *Id.* at *10.
147. *Cruzan v. Special Sch. Dist. No. 1*, 294 F.3d 981, 984 (8th Cir. 2002) (holding that school’s policy of permitting transgender women to use women’s restroom did not create a hostile work environment for other female teachers).
149. *AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASS’N, DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS* 451 (5th ed. 2013) (explaining that the term gender dysphoria “is more descriptive than the previous DSM-IV term gender identity disorder and focuses on dysphoria
broadly, medical and mental health organizations have issued numerous policy statements condemning discrimination against transgender people and calling for their full inclusion, on equal terms, in all aspects of society.\textsuperscript{150} Transgender people have gained tremendous visibility in popular culture as well, including positive depictions of transgender characters in television shows and of transgender public figures in mainstream media publications.\textsuperscript{151}

\textbf{B. Backlash: Mounting Opposition to Transgender Equality}

In response to this unprecedented progress, state officials and conservative groups have launched an equally unprecedented counterattack. Across the country, those who oppose transgender equality are bringing lawsuits challenging nondiscrimination policies,\textsuperscript{152} sponsoring legislation to restrict the rights of transgender people,\textsuperscript{153} boycotting businesses that have pledged not to discriminate against transgender people,\textsuperscript{154} and mounting public campaigns depicting the


\textsuperscript{154} Id. For example, the American Family Association, a conservative activist group, has garnered nearly 1 million signatures from individuals pledging to boycott Target in response to their transgender-inclusive bathroom policy. Id.
transgender equality movement as misguided and dangerous.155 For the most part, however, these efforts seek to avoid attacking transgender people directly.156 Instead, as happened in the marriage equality battles, those who oppose the rapid progress of transgender equality are once again invoking biology-based arguments—this time, in an attempt to justify the exclusion of transgender people from restrooms.

C. The Focus on Restrooms

As a strategic matter, it is no accident that opponents of transgender equality have focused so intently on restrooms—one of the few places where gender segregation is still permitted. By sponsoring legislation and bringing cases that focus on restrooms, opponents have forced transgender advocates onto vulnerable terrain, compelling them to defend antidiscrimination policies for transgender people in a context that triggers many people’s deep-seated anxieties and fears about sexuality and gender.157 In addition, being forced to devote time and resources to defending equal treatment in restrooms diverts transgender advocates from other goals. Certainly, being able to use restrooms based on one’s gender identity is important and often is a prerequisite to other more important rights, such as being able to attend school or work without fear of discrimination. For example, a transgender student who


is constantly “outed” as such by being forced to use a separate bathroom is likely to be targeted for harassment, and, at a minimum, will be negatively affected by the constant stigma of being treated differently than other students.\textsuperscript{158}

Nonetheless, if transgender advocates were able to choose their own priorities, equal treatment in restrooms, in and of itself, would likely fall lower on the scale than ensuring that transgender people are able to work, attend school, be free from hate violence, have access to homeless shelters and medically necessary care, secure accurate state-issued identification, raise children, obtain asylum, and be protected from violence and abuse in prisons, jails, and detention facilities. Rather than focusing on any of these other equality issues, where seeking to justify discrimination would be more challenging, the opponents of transgender equality have made a strategic choice to make restrooms the centerpiece of their opposition. In so doing, they have identified the one context where, on its face, biological differences between men and women are likely to seem most important, just as focusing on the role of procreation in marriage highlighted the one aspect of marriage where biological differences were likely to be seen as highly relevant.\textsuperscript{159}

For opponents of transgender equality, this narrow focus on restrooms serves many of the same strategic purposes as the narrow focus on procreation served for the opponents of marriage equality. First, it allows them to tell a story about the origins and purposes of sex-separated restrooms that resonates with popular understandings about “biological sex” and the importance of anatomical differences between men and women.\textsuperscript{160} Second, by highlighting those biological differences, it provides a ready way to deny that policies barring transgender people from shared restrooms are based on animus or bias and to depict such policies as a benign reflection of natural reality. Finally, it allows those defending such exclusionary policies to exploit fears about the vulnerability of women and children—themes with a long history among those opposing both gender equality and equality for LGBT people.\textsuperscript{161}

\textsuperscript{158} See Brief of Amicus Curiae for the World Prof’l Ass’n for Transgender Health, Pediatric Endocrine Soc’y et al. in Support of Appellant, supra note 135, at 29–30.

\textsuperscript{159} See supra notes 125–28 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{161} For an overview of how such arguments were used to support laws that barred women from certain professions and to justify other types of discrimination against women, see Teresa Godwin Phelps, \textit{Gendered Space and the Reasonableness Standard in Sexual...
D. Appeals to the “Traditional” Definition of Sex

Just as marriage equality opponents sought to defend a “traditional” view of marriage, defined by biological procreation, so transgender equality opponents are now seeking to defend a “traditional” view of sex, defined by the “physiological differences between men and women, rather than differences in gender identity.”162 In the past, state officials and conservative groups argued that courts must defer to the “traditional” procreation-based definition of marriage.163 Today, cases challenging the equal treatment of transgender people in restrooms similarly rest almost exclusively on appeals to the so-called “traditional” view of the term “sex” in federal nondiscrimination laws.164

In the long run, this appeal to tradition is unlikely to succeed, just as it ultimately proved unsuccessful in halting the nationwide recognition of marriage equality for same-sex couples. In the marriage cases, courts ultimately recognized that the so-called “traditional” view of marriage simply could not be reconciled with contemporary marriage and family law, which had long since recognized that marriage serves many purposes other than procreation and extended equal parental protections to adopted children and those born through assisted reproduction.165

Similarly, as many courts have already recognized, sex discrimination jurisprudence has long since abandoned the “traditional” definition of sex as defined only or even primarily by a person’s anatomical or biological sex. In older cases, courts often adopted such a narrow, biological view of the term sex. In *Ulane v. Eastern Airlines, Inc.*,166 for example, the Seventh Circuit rejected a sex discrimination claim by a transgender plaintiff, holding that Title VII prohibits only

---

163. See supra text accompanying notes 125–33.
165. Joslin, supra note 68, at 1471.
166. 742 F.2d 1081 (7th Cir. 1984).
discrimination “against women because they are women and against men because they are men.”167 But in Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins,168 the U.S. Supreme Court rejected that narrow view and held that Title VII also prohibits discrimination based on an individual’s nonconformity to gender stereotypes.169 In the wake of Price Waterhouse, courts have overwhelmingly recognized that the term “sex” in federal antidiscrimination law must be construed broadly and cannot be reduced to a person’s biological or anatomical sex.170 As a result, they have held that older cases excluding transgender persons from protection under sex discrimination statutes are no longer good law.171 In Grimm, the Supreme Court would have faced this issue directly once again, in the first case since Price Waterhouse to pose the question of whether the term “sex” in federal antidiscrimination laws can be reduced to a narrow biological definition.172 Especially in light of the considerable lower court precedent now resting on the Court’s prior rejection of such a narrow view,173 it seems unlikely that the Court would have turned back the clock on such a foundational principle of contemporary sex discrimination law.

167. Id. at 1085; id. at 1086 (holding that the term “sex” “should be given a narrow, traditional interpretation, which would also exclude transsexuals”).
168. 490 U.S. 228 (1989).
169. Id. at 255.
170. See G.G. ex rel. Grimm v. Gloucester Cty. Sch. Bd., 822 F.3d 709, 727 (4th Cir. 2016) (Davis, J., concurring) (citing cases), vacated and remanded in part, __ S. Ct. __ (2017) (mem.), 2017 WL 855755. As the Fourth Circuit recently noted, “the weight of circuit authority” rejects such a narrow biological interpretation of the term “sex” and holds that discrimination against transgender individuals constitutes discrimination on the basis of sex. Id. But see id. at 736–37 (Niemeyer, J., dissenting) (arguing that the term “sex” in Title IX means “the physiological distinctions between males and females”); Etsitty v. Utah Transit Auth., 502 F.3d 1215, 1221 (10th Cir. 2007) (holding that “discrimination against a transsexual based on the person’s status as a transsexual is not discrimination because of sex under Title VII”); Johnston v. Univ. of Pittsburgh, 97 F. Supp. 3d 657, 676 (W.D. Pa. 2015) (citing Etsitty, 502 F.3d at 1221).
171. See, e.g., Smith v. City of Salem, 378 F.3d 566, 572 (6th Cir. 2004) (“[W]e find that the district court erred in relying on a series of pre-Price Waterhouse cases from other federal appellate courts holding that transsexuals, as a class, are not entitled to Title VII protection.”); Schwenk v. Hartford, 204 F.3d 1187, 1201 (9th Cir. 2000) (“[T]he initial judicial approach taken in [such] cases . . . has been overruled by the language and logic of Price Waterhouse.”).
E. Claims That Exclusionary Policies Reflect Biology, Not Bias

As the marriage cases show, biological arguments provide a way to gloss over the complex histories that have shaped institutions such as marriage and gender-segregated restrooms. Acknowledging those histories would require equality opponents to concede that those institutions did not simply fall from the skies, but rather have been shaped by changing cultural and legal norms. In turn, such a concession would require them to defend their normative vision of how those institutions should be structured—and in particular, to explain why the exclusion of same-sex couples or transgender people is justified. Instead, equality opponents invoke biology in order to bypass the need for such explanations. Rather than offering substantive justifications for limiting marriage only to male-female couples or for requiring transgender people to use separate restrooms, they tell a timeless “origin story” that—no matter how dubious as a historical matter—resonates with deeply held popular beliefs about purportedly “natural” differences between men and women.

1. Biological Justifications for State Marriage Bans

For supporters of state marriage bans, that origin story was simple: marriage exists because “sex between men and women makes babies.” According to this view, laws barring same-sex couples from marriage merely reflected the biological reality that men impregnate women through sexual intercourse. As a New Jersey Superior Court judge explained, “[p]rocreative heterosexual intercourse is and has been historically through all times and cultures an important feature of [the] privileged status [of marriage], and that characteristic is a fundamental originating reason why the [s]tate privileges marriage.”

174. See text accompanying infra notes 194–95.
175. See text accompanying infra notes 190–91.
177. Lewis v. Harris, 875 A.2d 259, 276 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2005) (Parrillo, J., concurring), aff’d as modified, 908 A.2d 196 (N.J. 2006); see also In re Marriage Cases, 183 P.3d 384, 430 (Cal. 2008) (describing and rejecting the argument that “because only a man and a woman can produce children biologically with one another, the constitutional right to marry necessarily is limited to opposite-sex couples”), superseded by constitutional amendment, CAL. CONST. art. 1, § 7.5 (2008); Morrison v. Sadler, 821 N.E.2d 15, 25–26 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005) (“The partners in a marriage are expected to engage in exclusive sexual relations, with children the probable result and paternity presumed.”). Before Obergefell, some state courts also invoked this view of marriage to invalidate the marriages of transgender people. See, e.g., In re Estate of Gardiner, 42 P.3d 120, 121 (Kan. 2002) (“A traditional marriage is the legal relationship between a biological man and a biological woman for the discharge to each other
In these and other cases, those defending marriage bans argued that laws barring same-sex couples from marriage were not based on bias or animus against gay people, but rather simply reflected the biological realities of procreation.\textsuperscript{178} In the words of one state supreme court justice, “[t]he ancient definition of marriage as the union of one man and one woman has its basis in biology, not bigotry.”\textsuperscript{179} In briefs as well as public arguments, defenders of “traditional” marriage argued that their goal was simply to preserve the defining link between marriage and biological procreation, not to discriminate against same-sex couples whose exclusion from the freedom to marry was purportedly merely incidental to that goal.\textsuperscript{180}

At least initially, some courts agreed. For example, in \textit{Hernandez v. Robles},\textsuperscript{181} the New York Court of Appeals held that same-sex couples could be excluded from marriage based on their inability to procreate through sexual intercourse.\textsuperscript{182} The court explained,

Heterosexual intercourse has a natural tendency to lead to the birth of children; homosexual intercourse does not. Despite the advances of science, it remains true that the vast majority of children are born as a result of a sexual relationship between a man and a woman, and the Legislature could find that this will continue to be true.\textsuperscript{183}

Ultimately, however, most courts—including the U.S. Supreme Court—rejected this ahistorical account of marriage, recognizing that it bore little if any resemblance to the rich, varied, and ongoing evolution and the community of the duties legally incumbent on those whose relationship is founded on the distinction of sex.”\textsuperscript{178}

\textsuperscript{178.} See, e.g., Brief for the Respondents (No. 14-571), \textit{supra} note 68, at 43–46; Brief of Amicus Curiae Idaho Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter, \textit{supra} note 68, at 9–10.


\textsuperscript{181.} 855 N.E.2d 1 (N.Y. 2006).

\textsuperscript{182.} \textit{Id.} at 7.

\textsuperscript{183.} Id. State supreme courts in Washington and Maryland agreed, issuing similar opinions accepting the view that marriage is defined by its link to heterosexual procreation. Andersen \textit{v. King Cty.}, 138 P.3d 963, 982 (Wash. 2006); Conaway \textit{v. Deane}, 932 A.2d 571, 621 (Md. 2007), \textit{opinion extended after remand}, No. 24-C-04-005390, 2008 WL 3999843 (Md. Cir. Ct. Jan. 7, 2008).
of marriage as a legal and social institution over time and across different cultures. In Obergefell, the Supreme Court addressed this issue directly, noting that marriage “has not stood in isolation from developments in law and society,” but “has evolved over time.” The Court especially emphasized how profoundly marriage has altered in response to the changing “role and status of women[,]” including the abolition of coverture. The Court further noted that “[t]hese and other developments . . . worked deep transformations in its structure, affecting aspects of marriage long viewed by many as essential.” Such a view is far removed from attempts to portray marriage as a timeless, cross-cultural vehicle for channeling biological procreation.

2. Biological Justifications for Laws and Policies Barring Transgender Persons from Shared Restrooms

Today, transgender equality opponents seek to rely on a similarly timeless and universal tale about the supposedly biological origins of gender-separated restrooms. In this account, gender-separated bathrooms are simply the natural reflection of the physiological differences between men and women. Because men and women have different bodies, this story goes, they require different restrooms. In Grimm, for example, the Fourth Circuit upheld the guidance issued by the Department of Education and the Department of Justice requiring schools to permit transgender students to use the same restrooms that corresponds with their gender identities. A dissenting judge, however, disagreed, citing the supposedly universal history of gender-segregated
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186. Id.

187. Id.


restrooms: “Across societies and throughout history, it has been commonplace and universally accepted to separate public restrooms, locker rooms, and shower facilities on the basis of biological sex in order to address privacy and safety concerns arising from the biological differences between males and females.”

In fact, as scholars from a variety of disciplines have documented, this ahistorical narrative ignores the evolving legal and cultural norms that have shaped the modern conception of public restrooms. Gender-separated restrooms have not been a universal feature either of all other cultures across time or of our own culture. In this country, Massachusetts passed the first law mandating gender-segregated restrooms in 1887. By 1920, forty-three other states had followed suit. Along with related laws providing separate reading rooms for women in libraries and separate cars for women in public trains, these laws were based on now discredited beliefs about women’s inherent fragility, modesty, and need for shelter from men. Like regulations limiting the hours that women could work and the types of jobs they could hold, laws mandating separate restrooms reflected widespread cultural anxieties about the entry of women into public workplaces. Far from simply reflecting biological differences between the sexes, these laws were “deeply bound up with early nineteenth century moral ideology concerning the appropriate role and place for women in society.”

Recognizing that gender stereotypes have played a powerful role in the history of gender-segregated restrooms does not necessarily compel their abolition any more than recognizing the history of gender inequality in marriage compelled the elimination of marriage as legal
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institution. Rather, just as eliminating gender inequality in marriage has strengthened marriage as an institution, eliminating discrimination against transgender people is compatible with the continued existence of gender-segregated restrooms. By acknowledging that institutions such as marriage and gender-segregated restrooms are shaped by evolving legal and cultural norms, courts can fulfill their constitutional role of ensuring that when the government restricts equal access to important social institutions, it has sufficient justifications for doing so.\footnote{See Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2598 (2015). The Court explained in Obergefell, \textit{The identification and protection of fundamental rights is an enduring part of the judicial duty to interpret the Constitution. . . . it requires courts to exercise reasoned judgment in identifying interests of the person so fundamental that the State must accord them its respect. . . . History and tradition guide and discipline this inquiry but do not set its outer boundaries. That method respects our history and learns from it without allowing the past alone to rule the present.}}\footnote{\textit{Id.} (citing Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 572 (2003); Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 542 (1961) (Harlan, J., dissenting)).} Where no sufficient justifications exist, such restrictions violate the requirement of equal protection and must be struck down.\footnote{See, e.g., United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 533–34 (1996) (holding that the Commonwealth of Virginia lacked a sufficient justification for excluding women from the Virginia Military Institute); Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 631 (1996) (holding that Colorado lacked a sufficient justification for excluding gay persons from “protections against exclusion from an almost limitless number of transactions and endeavors that constitute ordinary civic life in a free society”); Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 230 (1982) (holding that Texas lacked a sufficient justification for excluding undocumented children from public schools); Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954) (holding that states lack a sufficient justification for excluding black children from the same public schools attended by white students).} In contrast, claims that such institutions merely reflect biological realities improperly insulate such restrictions from meaningful review. Such claims mask the social and legal choices that privilege certain groups and harm others by falsely portraying those choices as neutral biological imperatives.

Similar to the argument that marriage bans did not discriminate against gay couples but merely reflected the biological reality of procreation, those seeking to defend policies that require individuals to use restrooms corresponding to their “biological sex” contend that such policies do not intentionally discriminate against transgender people, but merely reflect the biological reality of sexual difference.\footnote{See, e.g., ‘\textit{Myths vs Facts} About House Bill 2 Released by NC Gov. Pat McCrory’s Office, supra note 160 (noting efforts by proponents of H.B. 2 to describe the legislation as a “common sense” measure).} According to this view, restricting access to restrooms based on biological differences between men and women does not amount to discrimination. Although such policies would exclude many transgender people from using...
restrooms consistent with their identities as men or women, those who support them claim that they are not intended to discriminate, and that their negative impact on transgender people is merely an incidental effect of a neutral biology-based rule.200

In short, by casting gender-segregated restrooms as a mere reflection of biological truths, opponents of transgender equality seek to insulate certain laws and policies—such as those basing restroom access on a person’s “biological sex”—from any meaningful scrutiny. But just as the Supreme Court ultimately recognized that appeals to biology could not justify laws excluding same-sex couples from marriage, it is likely that most courts will recognize that such appeals also cannot justify discrimination against transgender people in restrooms. Already, a growing number of courts have recognized that the question of how to incorporate transgender people within our culturally dominant system of gender-segregated restrooms is a real question that deserves serious consideration.201 And because gender-segregated restrooms are not simple reflections of biology, it cannot be answered simply by pointing to the physiological differences between men and woman.

F. Claims That Exclusionary Policies Protect Women

Proponents of biology-based arguments about marriage and gender-segregated restrooms also frequently argue that maintaining a discriminatory exclusion is justified by the gender-based vulnerability of women and girls. For example, defenders of state marriage bans often portrayed women as uniquely vulnerable based on their biological ability to become pregnant and give birth.202 Because of that biological vulnerability, they argued, women require protection from being


202. See, e.g., Brief of Amici Curiae for 100 Scholars of Marriage in Support of Respondents at 22, Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584 (2015) (Nos. 14-556, 14-562, 14-571, 14-574) (arguing that the primary purpose of marriage is to ensure that men do not abandon their children and leave women to raise them alone); Brief of Amicus Curiae Idaho Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter, supra note 68, at 13–14 (arguing that limiting marriage to opposite-sex couples is needed to protect women who become pregnant through heterosexual intercourse and to “encourage the father to stick around”).
harmed by men who—absent the pressure to marry—would not take responsibility for the children they father. 203 In its most robust and far-fetched formulation, this argument claimed that permitting same-sex couples to marry would deter men from taking responsibility for children and fatally undermine the link between marriage and procreation, effectively destroying marriage as a viable institution 204 In Obergefell, for instance, those defending state marriage bans contended that “licensing same-sex marriage severs the connection between natural procreation and marriage.”205

Similarly, defenders of policies that exclude transgender people from restrooms often portray women and girls as uniquely biologically vulnerable to sexual predation and harassment, while portraying men as inherently more violent and dangerous. 206 Proponents of this view claim that permitting transgender people to use restrooms based on their gender identity will render women and girls more vulnerable to sexualized, gender-based violence. 207 Generally, they do not contend that transgender women pose a threat to others. Rather, the argument is that permitting transgender people to use shared restrooms is such a radical alteration of current biology-based norms that it effectively destroys the very institution of gender-segregated restrooms, opening the door to men masquerading as women (or falsely claiming a

203. Brief for 100 Scholars of Marriage as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents, supra note 202, at 21 (suggesting that marriages of opposite-sex couples are directly responsible for “lower rates of fatherlessness”); Brief of Amicus Curiae Idaho Governor C.L. “Butch” Otter, supra note 68, at 13–14.

204. See, e.g., Latta v. Otter, 771 F.3d 456, 468–69 (9th Cir. 2014) (describing “claim that same-sex marriage will undermine . . . norms [that] . . . encourage people in opposite-sex relationships to place their children’s interests above their own and preserve intact family units, instead of pursuing their own emotional and sexual needs elsewhere” and “will adversely affect opposite-sex marriage by reducing its appeal to heterosexuals, and will reduce the chance that accidental pregnancy will lead to marriage”); Gallagher, supra note 176 (claiming that permitting same-sex couples to marry “would enshrine in law a public judgment that the desire of adults for families of choice outweighs the need of children for mothers and fathers” and “put our most basic social institution at risk”).


transgender identity) in order to gain access to women’s restrooms for improper purposes.\textsuperscript{208}

In the marriage cases, most courts ultimately rejected arguments based on the supposed vulnerability of women and children.\textsuperscript{209} These courts held that permitting same-sex couples to marry furthered the core purposes of marriage—including encouraging couples that have children to enter into a committed family relationship.\textsuperscript{210} They rejected the notion that giving equal protection to children of same-sex couples would somehow undermine the connection between marriage and children, dismissing such fears as irrational: “It is wholly illogical,” one court observed, “to believe that state recognition of the love and commitment between same-sex couples will alter the most intimate and personal decisions of opposite-sex couples.”\textsuperscript{211} As the Supreme Court held in Obergefell, those asserting such claims “have not shown a foundation for the conclusion that allowing same-sex marriages will cause the harmful outcomes they describe.”\textsuperscript{212}

Similarly, it is likely that most courts will reject the equally unfounded fear that treating transgender people equally will bring an
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\textsuperscript{208}. See, e.g., Bd. of Educ. of Highland Local Sch. Dist.’s Response in Opposition to Intervenor Third-Party Plaintiffs’ Motion for Preliminary Injunction, supra note 200, at 22 (claiming that a school district “has an important interest in preventing biological males from professing a female gender identity in order to enter female restrooms and locker rooms for nefarious purposes”). In reality, however, this fear is unwarranted. Opponents have failed to show any increase in public safety concerns in the many jurisdictions that protect transgender people. See, e.g., Emanuella Grinberg & Dani Stewart, 3 Myths That Shape the Transgender Bathroom Debate, CNN (Mar. 7, 2017, 9:19 PM), http://www.cnn.com/2017/03/07/health/transgender-bathroom-law-facts-myths/ [https://perma.cc/4XW6-LFTN] (disproving claims that anti-discrimination protections covering gender identity “lead to attacks in public facilities”). In contrast, studies have shown that transgender people are much more likely than others to be harassed in public restrooms. See Brady, supra note 207.
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end to gender-segregated restrooms. While some advocates have urged that many people (both transgender and non-transgender) would benefit from the availability of more gender-neutral restrooms, transgender men and women generally seek to be integrated into gender-segregated restrooms, not to abolish them. Moreover, they seek to do so on the same terms and conditions as others. In practice, schools, businesses, and employers do not require non-transgender persons to produce birth certificates, medical records, or other evidence of their gender; rather, in everyday life, individuals simply use the restrooms that correspond to their lived identity as male or female. Transgender persons generally wish to do the same—to be treated as the men and women they are.

In addition, just as any attempt to restrict marriage to persons capable of biological procreation would create untenable—and blatantly unconstitutional—intrusions into private matters, so any attempt to restrict access to restrooms based on so-called “biological sex” would do the same. In the marriage cases, courts noted that neither the ability nor the desire to procreate has ever been a prerequisite for marriage. Further, imposing any such requirement would impermissibly burden the privacy rights of individuals and couples, requiring unthinkable governmental intrusions into the most personal and sensitive areas of medical and decisional privacy.

In the restroom cases, courts have recognized that litmus tests based on so-called “biological sex” would create similar problems. In a recent decision holding that public schools must permit transgender students to use the same restrooms as other students, the Fourth Circuit noted that a rule restricting access to gender-segregated restrooms based on a person’s “biological sex” would raise a number of questions. For instance, “which restroom would a transgender individual who had
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undergone sex-reassignment surgery use? What about an intersex individual? What about an individual born with X-X-Y sex chromosomes? What about an individual who had lost external genitalia in an accident?" 219 Moreover, any attempt to enforce such tests would run into serious constitutional problems, exposing individuals to untenable infringements of privacy and dignity.220

CONCLUSION

Just as most courts eventually rejected similar biology-based claims in the marriage cases, most are likely to reject them in transgender cases as well. Such claims may resonate with deeply held popular beliefs; ultimately, however, they serve only to insulate exclusionary policies from meaningful review and to obscure the actual choices and values that underlie decisions to limit access to important social institutions to certain groups. In schools, workplaces, and the public square, equal access to public restrooms is a precondition of full participation in our shared communal life. So long as transgender people are denied that equal access, they cannot participate in the larger society on equal terms. That inequality is not caused by biology, but by the choice to treat transgender persons differently than others.

The alternative—to relegate transgender people to separate restrooms—is as untenable as the now-rejected proposal to relegate same-sex couples to a separate family law status other than marriage. In both debates, those defending exclusionary policies argued that because same-sex couples and transgender people differ from opposite-sex couples and cisgender persons with respect to certain biological traits, they should be given separate accommodations. In the marriage cases, several states defended the provision of a separate legal status for same-sex couples, arguing that states should be permitted to reserve the institution of marriage for different-sex couples while providing a
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separate and yet substantively equal legal status for same-sex couples. But as courts recognized, relegating same-sex couples to a separate status is inherently unequal.

Similarly, in *Grimm* and many of the other pending cases involving transgender students, school districts and those challenging equal restroom policies argue that they should be permitted to provide transgender students with separate facilities and that doing so is sufficient to meet the requirement of equal protection. The arguments against such an approach are similar to those against civil unions and domestic partnerships: such a “solution” imposes inequality and stigma by singling out transgender students for disparate treatment based on a characteristic that has no relevance to their ability to use the same restrooms as others, or more broadly, to participate in public life on equal terms.

Perhaps in the not-too-distant future, the notion that our nation once seriously debated whether to permit schools, employers, and businesses to isolate transgender persons and treat them differently than others will seem as antiquated to future generations as the marriage equality debate seems to many young people today. If so, both our nation and our democracy will be stronger for it.

---
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